VXi Tria™

Convertible Headset

The VXi Tria convertible headset is designed for contact
centers and professional office environments. The Tria is
offered as a convertible headset with three wearing styles
(over-the-ear, behind-the-neck and over-the-head) and
provides a high quality solution for companies worldwide
that depend on their headsets for clear and consistent
communications.
Three Wearing Styles: The VXi Tria headset provides the most
popular wearing styles. A single solution makes it easy for buyers
and supervisors, while providing the user with a choice.

Lightweight and Comfortable: The VXi Tria builds upon VXi’s
experience designing headsets to be worn all day long. It is lightweight
and adjustable to provide the best possible fit every time.

Sound Quality: VXi headsets are equipped with noise-canceling
microphones and high quality audio receivers to provide clear and
consistent communications on both ends of the call.

Compatibility: Available with VXi, Plantronics compatible and GN
Netcom compatible quick disconnect styles to ensure that the headset
easily integrates with the current installed base of products. Direct
connect versions are available for phones with built-in headset ports.
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Convertible Headset

Key Features
Over-the-ear

Convertible. Three wearing styles provide a greater range of options
for the user while being very lightweight and improving all-day wearing
comfort.

Noise-canceling microphone. Available in all VXi headsets, the
noise-canceling microphone ensures that only the user’s voice is heard
and not the background noise.

Excellent receiver audio quality. High quality audio receivers ensure

Behind-the-neck

that the user hears the person on the other end of the call every time.

Adjustable, flexible microphone boom. Gooseneck microphone
boom design ensures constant and proper microphone placement.

Hearing protection. This feature helps to avoid sudden and
unexpected sound spikes (such as fax machine noises).

Warranty. 2-year warranty
Over-the-head

Direct Connect Models. VXi Tria headsets are
also available in direct connect versions for use
on phones with built-in headset ports.

Tria V

Tria G

Tria P

with VXi V-series
quick disconnect

with VXi G-series
quick disconnect

with VXi P-series
quick disconnect
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